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We prove a general result on the factorization of matrix-valued analytic func- 
tions We deduce from it that if (E,, E,) and (Fo, F,) are interpolation pairs with 
dense intersections, then under some conditions on the spaces E,, F,, we have 
[E, 6 F,,, E, 6 F,],, = [E,,, E, 1,) @ [F,. F,],), 0 < 0 < 1. We fmd also conditions 
on the spaces E,, F,, so that the following holds: [E, 6 F,, E, 6 F,],,= 
[E,, El],, 6 [FO, F,],,, 0 < 0 < I. Some applications of these results are also 
considered. (’ 1991 Academtc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATION, AND BACKGROUND 
All Banach spaces considered in this paper are complex. By an n-dimen- 
sional Banach space we mean @” equipped with a norm. 
If X and Y are Banach spaces then 9(X, Y), X & Y, and X 6 Y denote, 
respectively, the Banach space of bounded operators from X into Y, the 
closure of X@ Y in 9(X*, Y) equipped with the induced norm, and the 
completion of X@ Y with respect to the projective tensor norm defined by: 
X 6 Y and X 6 Y are called, respectively, the injective and projective 
tensor product of X and Y. In the case when X and Y are both finite- 
dimensional, we have (X 6 Y)* = 9(X, Y*) = X* @ Y*. 
Using the preceding duality we see that the results announced in the 
abstract are similar in the finite-dimensional context. 
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Let E,, E,, F,, and F, be finite-dimensional Banach spaces. The usual 
interpolation theorem asserts that 
where X, denotes [X,, X, lH (0 < H < 1). 
The problem we are interested in is the following: Under what conditions 
on the spaces can one find a constant c, independent of the dimension of 
the considered spaces, so that 
We will see that the constant c can be majorized using type 2 constants, 
or 2-convexity constants in the Banach lattice case, of the spaces 
E;, F;, i=O, 1. 
In Section 2, we develop some results necessary to approach the 
problem; in particular, we prove a more general form of a theorem due to 
Gilles Pisier [Pi21 on the factorization of matrix-valued analytic functions. 
In Section 3, we prove the announced results in the finite-dimensional case. 
In Section 4, the infinite-dimensional case is considered. In Section 5, we 
give some concrete corollaries and applications of our results. 
In what follows we recall some definitions and notation. gn,,, denotes the 
space of complex n x m matrices. A* and ‘A are, respectively, the adjoint 
and the transposed matrix of A. A matrix A E gn,, will be identified with a 
linear operator from @” into c’* using canonical bases. 
If 6 is a norm on &fl,, then the dual norm is defined by 
6*(A)=sup {Itr(‘B.A)I : BE&,,,, s.t. d(B)dl}. 
When there is no ambiguity we will write d for gn;,.,. 9, g’, and 89 
denote, respectively, the open unit disc in @, its closure, and its boundary. 
For z E 9 and t E 89, PZ(t) = (1 - I z 1 *)/I t - z I * denotes the Poisson kernel 
and Am(t), the Haar measure on $9. 
We use the notation A(C@,, 8) (resp. H”(9, 8)) to denote the set of 
&-valued analytic functions on 9 which are continuous on Q (resp. 
bounded on 9). 
We say that an operator u : X-+ Y is p-summing (1 <p) if there is a 
constant C such that for all finite sequences x,, . . . . x,, in X we have 
We denote n,(u : X+ Y) the smallest constant C with this property and 
by ZI,,(X, Y) the set of all p-summing operators u : X-+ Y. This space 
Z7,(X, Y) equipped with this norm is a Banach space. 
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We denote by f,(X, Y) the set of all operators u : X+ Y which factor 
through a Hilbert space and we define the norm 
y,(u:X~Y)=inf{IlA:X-,H/I.I/B:H~YI/:u=B.A and 
H is a Hilbert space 1. 
The space (I’,(X, Y), 13~) is a Banach space. 
Let 1 6p < a. We denote 1; the space C” equipped with the norm 
IJ.xil,,= (C I.x~J~)‘~~ (and max Ix,/ if p= XI). 
Let bJ,,l be an i.i.d. sequence of real valued normal Gaussian ran- 
dom variables on some probability space (a, JS’, P). A Banach space X is 
called of type 2 if there is a constant c such that for all x,, . . . . X, in X we 
have 
The smallest constant c satisfying this inequality will be denoted F,(X). 
Let (e,, . . . . e,) be the canonical basis of C”. For any operator u : 1; +X 
we define 
f(u : 1; +X) = 
II !I 
C g,u(e,) 
Lqn, P. x, 
For more details on operator ideals and the geometry of Banach spaces 
we refer the reader to [P, Pil, LTl]. 
Concerning Banach lattices we refer the reader to [LT2]. We only recall 
the following definition : A Banach lattive X is called 2-convex (resp. 
2-concave), if there exists a constant M< CO so that 
for every choice of vectors x,, . . . . x,, in X. The smallest possible value of A4 
is denoted Mc2’(X) (resp. Mc2)(X)). 
We assume the reader is familiar with the complex interpolation method 
of Calderon (see [C] or [BL]). 
We recall some definitions and results concerning the interpolation of 
families of finite-dimensional Banach spaces. 
A family of norms on 6 : (6 j. ii. c ,, , where /1= 3 or a9, is said to be 
continuous if the function j*t-+ 6,(A) is continuous for every A ~6’. 
A continuous family of norms (6..}=,, on & is said to be subharmonic 
if the function ZH Log 6=(F(z)) is subharmonic on Q c 9 for every 
analytic function F : 52 + 8. 
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If (6,) ,~ iir is a continuous family of norms on 6 there exists a unique 
continuous family of norms { 6z)zEg on Q which coincides with the original 
one on the boundary and such that both {fiz).-tG and (6*},,, are sub- 
harmonic. This family (or the family of spaces { (8, 6,)},,9) is called the 
interpolation family with boundary data { 6,}, t ,,9. 
If { CY,},~ 9 is an interpolation family of norms on C”‘, {/I,} =6 r/ is a 
subharmonic family of norms on C”, and TE .&‘(9, g,,,,,,) then the function 
z t+ Log 11 T(z) : (Cm, xz) -+ (C”‘, /I;)11 is subharmonic. 
For the preceding two results and more on the construction and the 
properties of interpolation families we refer the reader to [CS, CCRSW 1, 
CCRSW21. We also refer the reader to this last reference for the connec- 
tion between this interpolation construction and the complex interpolation 
method of Calderon. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The following definition was introduced in an infinite-dimensional 
context in [Pi2]. It reduces to the following in the matrix case: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A norm 6 on g:,,, is called 2-convex if for every A, B, 
and C in A,,., 
The next lemma is easy; we omit its proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let {(a,, &&2)},tn und {(B,, &n)}rE,, be two continuous 
families of 2-convex norms on the corresponding matrix spaces. For t E A and 
T E &,‘,. ,,, d@e 
y,(T)=inf{cc,(A)./l,(B):T=‘B.A,A~&;,,,.andB~&~,,,) 
Then {Y,J,~,~ is a continuous family of norms on &,, (A = 29 or G). 
We can now state and prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let {(a,, &m.,)}z,s and {(j?-, &,,)}ztY be two subhar- 
monic families of 2-convex norms. Then the family {(y;, &E,,)}r, G, de)ned 
by ~~(T)=inf(cc,(A).fi,(B): T=‘B.A}, is subharmonic; more precisely, (f 
FEA(~, gn’,.,,) and e>O there exist AEH~(~, &,,,,,) und BE H”(Q, 67, ,,,,,) 
such that 
VZE9, F(z) = ‘B(z). ,4(z) 
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r=(A(z)) ./l;(B(z)) < (1 + c) exp 1 Log g,(F(r)) P’(t) &z(t). 
Proof: It is clearly sufficient to prove the last assertion of the theorem. 
Let F~d(9, g,,,,,,) and f: >O. We can find two-continuous functions 
V:C?Q+d m, n and W:C?C2+& ,,,.,, such that 
vt E ?9, F(t) = ‘W(t). V(t) (2.1) 
cI,( V(r)) d 1 + 5 (2.2) 
8,( W(t)) d y,(F(t)). (2.3) 
Using the WienerMasani theorem [H, Lecture XI] we can find an 
outer function A E H’“‘(9, g,,,,,,) so that for almost every t E 89 we have 
A*(t)A(t)= V*(t) v(t)+& 
where I is the identity matrix and s = sup { a,(Z); t E 89 1. 
By the 2-convexity of CI, and (2.2) we obtain for almost every t E 89 
I (A(t))< f 
c 
a2(V(r))+C ’ I 4 > 
‘:2 <1+x. (2.4) 
On the other hand, since V*(t) V(t) < A*(t) A(t) dm a.e. there exists a 
measurable function S : a.9 + &,, such that 
s*(t) S(t) <I and V(t) = S(t) .4(t) dm a.e. (2.5) 
We can now define E(z) = [‘A(z)] ’ . ‘F(z), 2 ~9. Clearly B is an 
analytic function on 9 which is also bounded since by (2.1) and (2.5) we 
have 
B(t) = [‘A(t)I ’ ‘V(t) W(t) = ‘S(t) W(t) dm a.e. 
and by (2.3) 
B,(B(t)) G b’,( W(t)) d y,(F(f)) dm a.e. 
Using the subharmonicity of norms and (2.4), (2.6) we obtain 
VZE9, F(z) = ‘B(z) .A(=), 
cY,(A(z)) < 1 + c, 
(2.6) 
BZ(B(z)) dexp Log y,(F(t)) P’(t) dm(t). I .r 
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Remark. Note that if, in the preceding theorem, we let tl, = c(, bZ = /3, 
V/=4, we obtain the main part of a factorization theorem due to 
Gilles Pisier [ Pi2]. 
The next result expresses the stability of 2-convexity under interpolation. 
This will be used in the sequel. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let {(St, 8)},Ec7y he a continuous family of 2-c0nve.y 
norms. Then the family {(S,, 6)},,,, ohtained,from the preceding by inter- 
polation, consists qf 2-convex norms (8 = gi,,,,). 
Proof: For z E % and A E & define 
A,(A)=inf{i>0:3F~H”(,9,& 
A*A d E.‘F*(,-) F(Z) and d,(F(t) 
Claim. Vz E Y, A= = 6;. 
) s.t. 
) d 1 dm a.e. 
Indeed, if 6,(A) = 1 then by [CCRSWl, Th. I] we can find FE H&(9,&) 
such that F(z)= A and 6,(F(t))6 1 dm a.e. So A,(A)< 1. 
Conversely, if A,(A) < 1 there exists FE H”(9, 8) so that A*A < 
F*(z). F(z) and 6,(F(t)) < 1 dm a.e. There exists thus a contraction T (i.e., 
T* . T< I) such that A = TF(z). Put for w ~9, G(cti) = TF(w). Clearly 
GEH~(~,W), G(z)=A, and for almost all tEd% G*(t) G(t)<F*(t)F(tj, 
so 6,(G(t)) < 6,(F(t)) < 1. This implies that 6,(A) < 1 and proves the claim, 
Let A,B,C~&suchthat C*C<A*A+B*Band&>O. 
Put r = S,(A) and fi = 6=(B). Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that r2+fi2= 1. Then there exist F and G in H’(9, 6) so that F(z) = A, 
G(Z)= B, and for almost all tEZ2 6,(F(t))=a, s,(G(t))=/l. 
Using the Wiener-Masani theorem [H, Lecture XI] we find an outer 





with s = sup {6,(I) : t E 39). 
By the 2-convexity of 6, we obtain from (2.7) 
h,(L(t)) d (r* + /I’ + E~)“~ d 1 + E dm a.e. (2.8) 
Take x E Cm’ and HE H”(9, C”‘) such that H(z) = x, and consider the 
function KE H”(9, C2”) defined by 
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Since K is analytic, the function w H Log 11 K(w)11 z is subharmonic ( /) /( 2 
is the Hilbertian norm), and we may write: 
= II K(z)II, 6 exp ! Log II K(t)lI, J”(r) ddt). (2.9) 
Using (2.7), (2.9) and the hypothesis we obtain 
IICxll,6exp Log lIUt)H(t)ll, fYt)dm(t). J (2.10) 
By the results of [CCRSWl] the family { 1’~ I/ L(o)y /12JcutV is an 
interpolation family of norms on Cm ; taking the intimum in (2.10) over all 
HE H”(9, C”‘) such that H(z) = x we obtain 
and C*C < L*(z) L(z), since x is arbitrary. 
Using (2.8) and the preceding inequality we obtain that d=(C) 6 1 + E 
and the result follows since E > 0 is arbitrary. 1 
3. THE FINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {Ez}7tP and { Fz}zEO he two interpolation families oj 
m-dimensional and n-dimensional spaces, respectively. [ f  TE c?~?,,, and z E .g, 
dej?ne /(I T /II - to be the operator norm 11 T : EZ + F,* /( and { /I I/ tZ,} it g to be 
the interpolation family of norms on gn,, extending { l/l /II ,} ,t iiir. Then 
VZE~, VTE&,~ III TlI1.G II Tllc,,b(’ Ill TIII., 
with the following estimates .for c: 
1. c < [sup{ &(E,) T*(F,) : t E Z8}]‘. 
2. c<~~[su~{~,(E,)~M”)(F,):~E~~~~)]~ if the canonical 
basis of C” is a l-unconditional basis for F, for every t E 89. 
3. c<(32/x)[sup {II~‘~‘(E,).M’~‘(F~): tEB}]“” cf the canonical 
basis of C” (resp. C”) is a l-unconditional basis for E, (resp. F,) for every 
tca9. 
The proof of this theorem uses several lemmas which will be listed and 
proved in what follows. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let {EzjzGg be an interpolation family of m-dimensional 
spaces. If T E c;E,,, and:Ea, define xF(T)=n,(T:e-t/‘;) and (~~~,f_~,;. 
to he the interpolation family qf norms on c&, extending { 7c p} , t ??. Then 
VZE~, VTE&,, TC;( T) < WE(z) z;=,(T) 
with W”(z) = exp c Log p>(E,) P’(t) dm( t). 
(*I 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Note that if X is m-dimensional then for every 
TEE,,,, one has 
n2( T : X* --+ 1;) < l(‘T : I; + X) < T,(X) q( T : X* + 1;). (3.1) 
The first inequality follows trivially from the definition, and the second 
one is well known and classical, (see, for instance, [P, Sect. 21.3.51). 
Define l=(T)=l(‘T: I;+ Ez) for ZEN and TE&$~,,. Clearly {Izjztg is a 
subharmonic family of norms on gn’,,,,. Using the result of [CS] recalled in 
Section 1 we obtain that the function z t, Log I/ I : (&,,n, rrFz,) + (4,,,,, /,)I1 
is subharmonic, and by (3.1) we may write 
A second application of (3.1) yields the result. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let { Ez}z,g he an interpolation family of m-dimensional 
spaces, and assume that the canonical basis of @” is a l-unconditional basis 
,for E, for every t E 1322. 
rf {TC~}~~~ and jnf=,}... are defined as in Lemma 3.2 then 
VZE~, VTE&,, TT,“( T) d W”(z) z&(T) (*) 
with W”(z) = (2/J%) exp i Log M”‘( E,) P’(t) dm( t ). 
Proof qf Lemma 3.3. It is well known [Pil, Chap. S] that if X is an 
m-dimensional complex Banach lattice then for every TE &n,,H one has 
$n (T.X* 2 . -C)G ii($ lTe,)12)“~~,, 
d M’2’(X) n,( T : X* + I;). (3.2) 
Define IAT)= IIEY I’T(e,)12)%,= lI(‘T(e,)),.,..I/..~,;, for TEE., 
and ZE 9. Using the results of [He] on the interpolatibn of families of 
Banach lattices, we know that E, is an m-dimensional complex Banach 
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lattice and that {E,(I;)Jz,, IS an interpolation family. Consequently 
{IzJz,, is subh armonic, and the proof can be completed as in Lemma 3.2 
using (3.2) instead of (3.1). 1 
Remark. Note that using the same notation as in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 
we have also 
for all z E g and TE &,,,. This will not be used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let {E;JzCg and {Fz).7Er/ be thlo interpolation families oj 
m-dimensional and n-dimensional spaces, respectively. Assume that both 
families satisJv the conclusion ( * ) qf Lemma 3.2 or 3.3. For every z E % and 
T~&,,definey=(T)=y,(T:E~+F;*)anddefine ~~~~~~~~~ to he the inter- 
polation family qf norms on c$~,~, extending {r,} ,t ,,//. Then 
VZE~, V’TE~,,,, Y,(T) GYP:, G K(z) Y;(T) 
with K(z) = W’(z) W’(z). 
Proqf of Lemma 3.4. We keep the notation of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
Using a well-known fact [see Pil, Chap. 31 we may write for TE &, and 
‘EL? L. 
y;*(T) = y:( T : E; -+ F;) 
=inf{rrf(A).rtr(B): T=‘B.A; AE&&,,,, BEC$,,,}. 
And by (* ) we obtain 
VZE3-,VTE8 ,I, m y:(T) d K(z) M;(T) (3.3) 
with 
M,(T)=inf{rr~z,(A).7r~z,(B): T=‘B.A, AE&,~~, BE&,:,,,,,). 
Using Theorem2.4 we see easily that {x;~,}_~~ and {rrr7,},EQ are 
subharmonic families of 2-convex norms and by Theorem 2.3 we see that 
{MZ}zts is a subharmonic family of norms on gn,,; moreover, for every 
t E 89 M, = y:. But interpolation and duality theorems imply that 
V’zEG,VTE& N. m M;(T) G (~rz,)* (T). (3.4 
From (3.3) (3.4) and by duality we obtain 
t/z E g, VTE 6;‘,.,, Y,,~(T) G K(z) Y;(T). (3.5 
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On the other hand we have also 
yz( T) = inf { 11 A : E; -+ 1; I/ 
IIB:FI-,lyI/ : T=‘B.A;AE~~,,,BE&*..) 
and clearly the families {II.: E,+I’;II}z,G, (II.:Fz+l;lII)zEg are sub- 
harmonic families of 2-convex norms. So by Theorem 2.3 we obtain that 
{v-} zti;l is a subharmonic family, and the interpolation theorem implies: 
Vz E 9, VTE &,, Y;(T)GY~,,(T). (3.6) 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We assume that we are in one of the cases con- 
sidered in the theorem, and we keep the notation of the preceding lemmas. 
The interpolation theorem implies that { /II. Illz},,ir is a subharmonic family 
of norms so we obtain 
VZE~,VTEC$,~ Ill TIII; d II TII [;,. 
On the other hand, for every t E 89 we have clearly 
II 1 : (4’,,,, Yr) + (&L,, I// Ill ,111 G 1. 
By interpolation, 
II 1: (4l’,,,, Y[;,) -+ (&?73 II ‘II [;])I1 d 1 VZE9. 
Since Lemma 3.4 applies in the cases considered in Theorem 3.1 we have 
Vz E 9, VTE &,,, II Tllr;, GY~~~(T)~K(Z).YAT). (3.7) 
Using Kwapien’s theorem [Kw] or [Pil, Chap. 33 we see that in the 
first case of Theorem 3.1 we have 
rA T) d %%) ~G’z) Ill T III z (3.8) 
since the Gaussian cotype 2 constant of F;* is smaller than T;,(F;). 
Also, using the same theorem, we see that in the second case of 
Theorem 3.1 we have 
YA T) G ,b %:2(-C) M’*‘(Fz) III T III z (3.9) 
because the Gaussian cotype 2 constant of F,* is smaller than $M’*‘(F,). 
Note that here we used the simple fact that when we interpolate a family 
of 2-convex lattices {F, } , E 39 we obtain a family of 2-convex Banach 
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lattices (E’=} ;E %. Moreover, the function z +-+ Log M’*‘(F,) is subharmonic 
(see [He] for more details). 
Finally, using Theorem 4.1 from [Pi1 1, instead of Kwapien’s theorem, 
we have in the third case: 
yz( T) < (4M’2’(E,) M’2)(FI)3.i2)I~/ T //I;. (3.10) 
If {~zIzco is an interpolation family of finite-dimensional spaces 
(resp. Banach lattices), then the function z H Log 7*(X=) (resp. z H 
Log M’*‘(XZ)) is easily seen to be subharmonic. Using this fact, the 
estimates (3.8), (3.9) (3. lo), and the estimates of K(z) obtained in 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain from (3.7) that 
Vz ~-9, VT E &,,, II T/I [;, G c III T/II, 
with c majorized exactly as in the theorem. This achieves the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let E,, E,, F,, and F, be finite-dimensional Banach 
spaces with dim E, = dim E, = m, dim F, = dim F, = n, and 8 E 10, 1 [. Then 
with E, = [E,, E, ] H, FH = [F,, F, ] #, and c majorized as follows 
1. c< [max(p2(E,) F,(F;) : i=O, l)]‘. 
2. c<2JT2:lr)[ max( F2( Ei) M’2’(F,) : i = 0, 1 )I*, if the canonical 
basis of @” is a l-unconditional basis qf F, (i = 0, 1) which induces the 
Banach lattice structure of F,. 
3. cd (32/n) [max(M”‘(E,) M’*)(F,) : i=O, 1)1512, if the canonical 
basis of 62”’ (resp. cfl) is a l-unconditional basis which induces a Banach 
lattice structure on E, (resp. F,), i = 0, 1. 
Proof: This corollary is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.1, an easy 
approximation argument, and Theorem 5.1 from [CCRSW2] which makes 
the link between interpolation families and the complex interpolation 
method of Calderon. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let E,, E,, F,, and F, be finite-dimensional Banach 
spaces with dim E,, = dim E, = n, dim F, = dim F, = m, and 8 E 10, 1 [. Then 
V’rE 4wI C’(F)TC,(T:F,*+E,) 
6llTII l rn2(fi-, qb,, qfi-;. E,)I,~ d C(E*) x2( T: F; + E,,) 
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with E, = [E,, E,],, F, = [F,, F,](,, and, if X represents E* or F, C(X) is 
majorized as follow’s: 
1. C(X)< [max(T,(X,), TAX,))l’. 
2. c~w62JmT- 71 max(M”‘(X,), M”‘(X,))]‘, (f the canonical 
basis of C ’ (p = dim X,, i = 0, 1 ) is a I-inconditional basis of X,, i = 0, 1, 
lzlhich induces the Banach lattice structure of X,. 
Proof We reproduce the method of Pisier in [Pi3]. Consider the 
bilinear operator 4,: sP(&, FF) x x2(FT, E;) -+ I;(E,) (i= 0, I ), defined by 
#,(T, W= (u,> Ve,)),,, where r is any positive integer and (e,),,, is the 
canonical basis of 1;. 
By definition I/ 4,lI d 1, i = 0, 1, and so by interpolation we obtain 
Using Corollary 3.5 
This clearly implies the first inequality and the second one follows by 
duality. 1 
Remark. It is known in the proof of Lemma 3.4 that if { E=}TEG is an 
interpolation family then { y2( .: E, + EZ)fZEg is a subharmonic family of 
norms on G?,,, (n = dim E,). T a mg the identity operator and noting that k’ 
y2(Z : E, -+ E;) = d(E,, I;), the Banach-Mazur distance between EZ and I’;, 
we infer that the function z F+ Log d(E,, I;) is subharmonic. In particular, 
if E, and E, are two n-dimensional Banach spaces then the function 
8 H d( [E,, El]“, I;) is Log-convex on the interval [0, 11. 
4. THE INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Let A’,, X, be two Banach spaces. The pair (X,,, A’,) is called an inter- 
polation pair if both spaces X0 and X, are continuously embedded in a 
Banach space @ so that we can form their sum, intersection, and the inter- 
polation space A’, = [A’,, X,], by the complex interpolation method of 
Calderon. 
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In what follows all interpolation pairs are assumed to have dense inter- 
sections; i.e., X0 I-I X, is a dense subspace of X,, i = 0, 1. 
We will say that (X0, X,) is an interpolation pair of Banach lattices if X0 
and X, are Banach lattices which can be embedded as lattice-ideals in some 
L”(Q, &, p), with (Q, ~2, ,u) a a-finite measure space. We assume, 
moreover, that the set of simple functions S, = {C; =, elk Ii Rk : n E N, c(~ E C, 
Q,E& and ,~(a,)< SCX)} is dense in both X,, i=O, 1. 
If (X0, X,) is an interpolation pair, and G is a finite-dimensional sub- 
space of X, n X, , then G,, k = 0, 1, denotes G considered as a subspace of 
X,, whereas G, denotes [G,, G, I8 and not G considered as a subspace 
of x,. 
The following lemma will be the main tool to get infinite-dimensional 
results from the finite-dimensional ones obtained in the preceding section. 
This lemma is not new. The author thanks Professor A. V. Bukhvalov for 
indicating to him the book [KP] as reference for more general results and 
for telling him that such results appear also in Russian literature in the 
works of Aizenshtein and Brudnyi [Ai, AB]. However, we will include the 
proof of the lemma for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (X0, X,) be an interpolution pair, X a s&space of 
X0 n X, which is dense in both X, and X,, and 8 E 10, 1 [. Then ,for ever) 
E E 10, 1 [ and every finite-dimensional subspuce G of X, there exists u .finite- 
dimensionul subspace G of X containing G und such that 
VXE G ( 1 - &)I1 x II G,, d II x II x,, d II x II co. 
Moreover, if (X0, X,) is an interpolation pair of Banach lattices embedded in 
L’(.Q, -01, p), and if G is generated by a finite sequence of characteristic 
functions of measurable sets, then G can also be taken of this form. 
Proof: Note that the second inequality is obvious. Let us prove the first 
one. 
Let 0 < 6 < s/2 and let 9 = {x, , . . . . x,,,} be a &net in the unit sphere of 
(G, I/ .Ilx,) (i.e., for every k d m II .Y~ Ilx,, = 1 and for every ,r E G with 
/I y II xg = 1 there exists k 6 m so that Ij .Y - -‘ck II x,I d 6). Clearly such a net 
exists since G is finite-dimensional. 
For every k E { 1, . . . . m} there exists Fk(z) = Cy:, $r,k(z) x,,~ with 
x,,~EX, $,,k~A(S) (S= {z:O<Rez< 1)) Fk(B)=xk, and for every tell 
and j = 0, 1 I/ F,(j + it)11 x, d 1 + 6. This is because Vk, II xk jl xn = 1. 
Define then (? = span (x~,~ : 1 d k < m, 1 6 r < mk}. This is clearly a finite- 
dimensional subspace of X containing G. 
Take x E G with 1) x 1) x0 = 1. Then one may write x = y, + C p i, yk with 
0~ I,, < hk and Vk, !k ~3’. If .rk = s-, we put H, = F, and define 
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F= H, + C;” &H,. We see immediately that F is an analytic G-valued 
function on S, continuous on S satisfying 
F(B)=x,t’t~R,b’j=O, 1 
1+6 
II F(.i + it)ll ,u, 6 1-6. 
This means that 
1+6 1 
IIXllG,,~-- - 1-6-E. 
The assertion concerning Banach lattices is clear since, under our 
hyptheses, the space A’= S, of simple functions is dense in both X0 
and A’,. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (E,, E,) and (F,, F,) he two interpolation pairs. 
Assume that we are in one of the following cases 
1. E,*, ET, F,*, and FT are type 2 spaces. 
2. E,*, ET are type 2 spaces and F,, F, are 2-concave Banach lattices. 
3. E,,, E,, F,, and F, are 2-concave Banach lattices. 
Then, (E, 6 F,, El 6 F, ) is an interpolation pair and jbr 0 < 0 < 1 we have 
CE, @ Fo, E, 6 F,lti= CE,, E,l, 6 CFo> F,l,. 
ProoJ Note first that E, 6 F,, j= 0, 1, is continuously embedded in 
(E, + E, ) 6 (FO + F,). This is assertion (5) in Section 44.4 of Kiithe’s book 
[Kii]. So (E, @ F,, E, 6 F,) is an interpolation pair. 
Let us make the following convention of notation. If (X0, A’,) is an 
interpolation pair of Banach lattices then X denotes the set of simple func- 
tions S,Y defined in the beginning of this section which is dense in both X0 
and A’,. If A’,, A’, are not assumed to be Banach lattices then X is simply 
X0 n A’, With this convention we see easily that E@ F is a dense subspace 
of E, 6 F,, 8~ [0, 11, and in order to prove the result it is sufficient to 
show that 
If E,, F,, E,, and F, are finite-dimensional then Y(E:, FH) = E, 6 F. 
for 0 < 0 < 1, and the theorem in this case is exactly Corollary 3.5. 
To prove the infinite-dimensional case we will use Lemme 4.1, and full 
details of the argument will be given in the first case (i.e., ET, FT, i= 0, 1 
are type 2). The other cases are treated similarly using the second part of 
Lemma 4.1 when it is necessary. Details are easy and left as an exercise for 
the reader. 
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We assume that we are under the hypothesis of case 1. 
Let T=Cyxk@yk~E@F and E>O. Define X=Span{x,;k<m} and 
Y = Span { yk ; k f m ). By Lemma 4.1 we can find G and H linite-dimen- 
sional subspaces of E and F, respectively, such that XC G, YC H, and 
Consider x* E (G,)* and y* E (H,)* such that 11 x* IIG; = 11 y* I( H,; = 1; 
using the Hahn-Banach theorem and (4.2) we can find extensions 
z* E (E,)* and j* E (F,)* with -?& = x;CX, jry=yry so that II I* II ,t,,)* < 
fi, II j7* I/ iI’nj* d 6. This proves that 
But x* and y* are arbitrary elements on the unit spheres of G$ and Hz, 
respectively. So 
(4.3) 
Note that if Z is a closed subspace of W and W is type 2 then W/Z is 
also type 2 and Tz( W/Z) G Fz( W). From this we deduce that 
F’,(G,*) < Fz(Et), k = 0, 1, and p,(H$) d T*(Fz), k = 0, 1. 
Using Corollary 3.5 we find a constant c depending only on E,,, E,, F,, 
and F, such that 
II T II [Co @J Ho. Gl B ff1lo d c II T II G,] 6 H,,. (4.4) 
Since the canonical embedding i : G, 6 H, + E, 6 Fk, k = 0, 1, has 
norm < 1, we obtain by interpolation 
II TII [& 6 Fo. E, 6 F,],) G II T II [Co 64 N”. G, 6 H,],,’ (4.5) 
Combining (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) we obtain the second inequality of 
(4.1), since E is arbitrary. 
In order to prove the first inequality in (4.1) consider T = 
Cy x,@ y, E E@ F and E > 0 as before, and define X and Y in the same 
way. Using Lemma 4.1 we can find a finite-dimensional subsapce of E 0 F, 
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containing X@ Y and which we can assume to be of the form GO H such 
that. 
II Tll [(GOIf)o. (GOH)Ilti G (1 +&)I1 T II 14,~ ei>. f<b a fill,,’ (4.6 1 
But (G@H),=(G@H, I/./jsti,:A)=G, 6 H,, k=O, 1. So using the 
easy part of Corollary 3.5 we obtain 
II TII G,, 6 /,,I d II TII C(c;BHj,,. (G~/{),I,,’ (4.7 1 
Finally, we have trivially // T // E,, e /;. d 11 T/I G,I g Ho. Combining this with 
(4.7) and (4.6) the first inequality of (4.1) follows and we achieve the proof 
of the theorem. 1 
In what follows we will need the following known lemma: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let V and W he finite-dimensional subspaces qf X and Y, 
respectively. Assume that one qf the jbllowing conditions holds: 
1. X and Y are type 2 spaces. 
2. X is a type 2 space, Y is a 2-convex Banach lattice containing Was 
a sublattice. 
3. X and Y are 2-convex Banach lattices containing V and W as 
sublattices, respectively. 
Then, there exists a constant c, depending only on X and Y such that, 
Proof: The first case can be found explicitly in [M]. In the other cases, 
note that if UE .LZ( V, W*) then there exist a finite-dimensional Hilbert 
space H and two operators A : V -+ H, B : W + H such that u = ‘B. A and 
II A II = II B II 6 cd II u II )‘I2 with c2 a constant depending only on type 2 (or 
2-convexity) constants of X and Y. Using Maurey’s theorem [M] in the 
type 2 case or well-known facts in the 2-convex Banach lattice case (see, for 
instance, [ Pi4, Prop. 1. 1.1 ), we can find extensions 2 : X -+ H, B : Y -+ H of 
A and B, respectively, such that II A” /I < cj II A 11 and I/ fi I/ < c’~ II B // with c3 
depending only on type 2 (or 2-convexity) constants of X and Y. If 
~~=‘B.A”EF(X, Y*) we have IIiiI/ <c, Ilull and V’SE V, VJ~E W 
(G(x), J) = (u(x), y). By duality this implies the difficult inequality of the 
lemma. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (E,, E,) and (F,, F, ) be two interpolation pairs. 
Assume that we are in one of the,following cases: 
1. E,, E, , F,, and F, ure type 2-spaces. 
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2. E,, E, are type 2-spaces and F,, F, are 2-convex Banach lattices. 
3. EO, E,, FO, and F, are 2-convex Banach lattices. 
Then, (E, & FO, E, 6 F, ) is an interpolation pair and for 0 -C 0 < 1 we have 
CE, @ Fo, E, 6 F,l, = CE,, E,l, 6 CF,, f-,1,. 
Proof: Let X (resp. Y) be a type 2 Banach space or a 2-convex Banach 
lattice. Then using results from [Pi], Chaps 3 and 81 we know that every 
operator from X into Y* factors through a Hilbert space and consequently, 
every operator from X into Y* is approximable; this implies that the 
canonical map J : X 6 Y -+ X 6 Y is one to one. 
By the preceding remark we see that in each case considered in the 
theorem Ek 6j Fk, k = 0, 1, embeds continuously in (E, + E, ) 6 (F,, + F, ) 
and so (E, 6 F,, E, 6 F,) is an interpolation pair. 
With the same notation convention as in the beginning of the proof of 
Theorem 4.3 E@ F is clearly a dense subspace of E,@ FH for every 
0 E [0, 1 ] and so it is also a dense subspace of [E, 6 F,, E, 6 F,],. To 
prove the theorem it is sufficient to find a contant c so that 
VTEE@F, L’- ’ II T II k,, cg p,, G II T II [Lo G ,:o, L;, e ,: ,,,, 6 II T II El, 8 PC,. (4.8) 
We give a detailed proof of this inequality only in the first case. The 
other cases can be treated similarly using the corresponding parts from 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3. 
In the sequel we assume that we are under the hypotheses of the first 
case. 
Let T=CT;xkOyk~EOF and E>O. Define X=span {xk, k<m} and 
Y = span { y,, k d m}. Using Lemma 4.1 we can find a finite-dimensional 
subspace of E @ F containing X@ Y which we can assume to be of the form 
GO H, and so that 
Using Lemma 4.3 the identity map i : (G @ H)k + Gk 6 H,, k = 0, 1, is 
of norm dc,, and by interpolation we obtain 
II T II [Go 62 Ho. G, % HI],, d ‘1 11 T 11 [(GO/f)“, (GOH),]“’ (4.10) 
By Corollary 3.5. and noting that 9(X, Y*) = (X 6 Y)* we have 
11 T 11 ~0 6 H,, G c 11 T 11 rGu @ H”. G, 6 H,J,~’ (4.11) 
where c and c, are constants depending only on type 2 constants of the 
spaces E,, FO, E,, and F,. 
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Trivially, we have also 
Combining (4.9), (4.10) (4.1 l), and (4.12) we obtain the first inequality 
of (4.8) which is the difficult one. 
On the other hand, if TEE@Fand .s>O we can write T=xT ~~~x~8.y~ 
with c(k > 0; 11 xk // E,, = I/ yk 11 A = 1 and c ;” ak d (1 + E) II T I/ 4 6 I;n. 
For every k, we find P, (resp. Qk) and analytic function on the strip 
S = (z; 0 < Re z < 1 } with values in E,, + F, (resp. F0 + F,) and which is 
continuous in S, such that 
V’tE R, vj=o, 1, I/Pk(j+if)ll,,dl+E(resp. ~IQk(j+it)ilF,<l++E) 
and Pk(6) = .xk (reSp. Qk(@ = yk). 
Define U(Z)=~;” tlkPk(z)@Qk(z). This is an analytic (&+E,) 6 
(E;, + F,)-valued function on S, continuous on S, and satisfying 
U(6) = T, II W+it)llE,gF,~ <(l+~)~~a,~(l+~)~I~Tl~,,,~~,, 
for every ~E[W and j=O, 1. 
This shows that 
and proves the second inequality in (4.8), since E is arbitrary. 
In order to give the right generalization of Corollary 3.6 we need some 
additional definitions and notation. If (x,), is a sequence of elements in the 
Banach space X we define N,((x,),)= (CT llx,112)“’ and LV~((X,)~)= 
sup{(C;” IKx;>12)‘~‘:5EX*, IItllGq 
If u E E@ F we define, following Saphar in [Sal, the norm d2(z4) = 
inf M2( (x~)~) N,( (Ye),) where the inlimum runs over all representations of u 
ofthe form u=C)Ixi@y,, and E&),,Fis the completion of (E@F,d,). 
It is shown in [Sa] that if we consider the elements of EC3 F as 
operators from F* into E in the natural way then E @)d2 F is the closure of 
E@ F in n,(F*, E) and for every u E E@ F d2(u) = n2(u : F* + E). It is 
shown also that the dual space of E Od2 F is isometrically isomorphic to 
n,(E, F* 1. 
Using the preceding notation we can now state the following infinite- 
dimensional generalization of Corollary 3.6: 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let (X0, X, ) and ( Yo, I’,) he interpolation puirs and 
assume that X,*, XT, Y,, and Y, ure 2 spaces. Then ,for 0 < 0 < 1 
[ 
X” 63 Y”, x, 63 y, = IX,,> XII,, 63 CY,b YII,,. 
6 4 1 0 6 
Remark. A Banach lattice version of this theorem also holds. We leave 
the detailed formulation as an exercise for the reader. 
Proof(Sketch). Since X, h)d2 Yk can be considered as a closed subspace 
of rc2( Y:, X,) (k = 0, l), then clearly both X, @‘,* Yk, k = 0, 1, embed in 
9( Y,* n Y:, X,, + X,) and (X, @)d, Yo, X, &)d2 Y,) is an interpolation pair. 
Corollary 3.6 can be formulatedLin the following way. 
There exists a constant c > 0 (depending only on type,2 constants of 
X,*, XT, Y,, and Y,) such that if A4 and L are finite-dimensional subspaces 
of X, n X, and Y,, n Y, , respectively, then 
VTTEM@L fllTll wj hciz ~~~~ d 11 TIl rm hi2 h. ,bfI 6~~ ~~7~~ 6 11 T 11 M,, 6,,? I.,, 
The proof of the theorem goes then exactly as that of Theorem 4.4 using 
the following Lemma 4.6 instead of Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let M and L he ,fi:nite-dimensional subspaces of‘ X and Y, 
respectively, and assume that Y is a type 2 space. Then 
VTEM@L II T II x @,,,, y d II T II ,w g,,,,L d &( Y)ll T II x gj+ r 
This follows from the fact that for every TEZ~(M, L*) there exists 
T’E~,(X, Y*) such that rc*(F: X+ Y*)< TT,(Y)n,(T: M-+L*) and 
Vx E M, Vy E L (TX, y) = (TX, J) and this in turn follows from the Pietch 
factorization theorem, and Maurey’s extension theorem [M]. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
Let us give some concrete corollaries of the preceding results. 
In the following corollary Lp, for 1 dp < co, will denote Lp(( [0, 1 I), dt) 
and ifp= +co, the space L,“([O, 11) ( see [BL, Chap. 41 for the notation). 
COROLLARY 5.1. 1. [f 1dpo,q0,p,,q,~2andO<O<1 then 
[LPO 6 LYQ, LP’ 6 LY’],, = L”” 6 Lq”, 
with 
1 l-8 0 1 l-8 6, -=- +-, -= -+--. 
PO PO PI qo qo ql 
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2. Zf26po,q,,p,,q,~c;candO<8<1 then 
with 
1 1-e 0 f--, i- 1-Q t) --+-. 
PO PO PI 40 40 YI 
Using the results of [Z] one can show that for any PE [l, 21 and 
BE 10, l[, CL2 6 L2, L2 6 L’], # L2 @ Lp. (The proof is based upon the 
fact that for every even integer q there exists a A(q) set which is not a 
A(q + E) for any E > 0.) This shows that our results cannot be significantly 
improved and that the assumptions of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 are essential. 
Remark. In our framework for the interpolation of Banach lattices we 
excluded the case of C(K). It is not difficult to see that we can take for the 
spaces E, or F,, a C(K) space in Theorem 4.4 and so take C( [0, 1 ] ) instead 
of L6( [0, 11) in Corollary 5.1. 
We have also a non-commutative version of the preceding corollary. 
Let us recall first the following definition of unitary ideals. If A is a 
compact operator acting in a Hilbert space then I A 1 denotes the modulus of 
A, I.4 =m, and s(A)= {J,(A)},,, denotes the sequence of singular 
numbers of A, i.e., s,(A) is the jth eigenvalue of I A I (where eigenvalues are 
counted in non-increasing order, according to their multiplicity). Suppose 
that (E, /I I/ ) is a symmetric Banach sequence space. The corresponding 
unitary ideal C, is the space 
C, = {A compact; s(A) E E) 
with the norm // A /I E = I/ s(A)11 6 for A E C,. 
In the case E = I,, for 1 <p < a, we use the notation C,P = C, and 
II A lip = (x,X=, S,(A)“)“” for A E C,. Finally, C, denotes the space of all 
compact operators equipped with the usual operator norm. 
Using the results of [T] we know that C, is of type 2 if 2 dp< r~. 
It is also known that CC,,,,, C,,],= C,,, if 1 6po,p, < cc and l/p,= 
(1 -WPo+~/p,. 
Exploiting these facts we obtain the following non-commutative 
analogue of Corollary 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. 1. /fl<p,,q,,p,,q,62andO<U<l then 
CC,” 63 CY”’ c,, 6 C,,le = c,,, 6 c,,,. 
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2. !f2dp0,q0,q,<a: andO<H<l then 
IC,,, 63 CYO’ c,, 6 c,, lo = c,,, 6 c,,, 
with (1 -8)/p,+H/p, = l/p0 and (1 -O)/q0+8/q, = l/q,. 
As an application of Theorem 4.5 we will show the following result which 
yields a non-commutative analogue of the fact that if 1 <p d 2 then 
7r2(1p, I,) is super-reflexive [ Pi3]. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let E he a type 2 symmetric Banach sequence space. Then 
there exists an interpolation pair (2, X) with ~9 a Hilbert space and 
0 < 0 < 1 such that 
n,(C,*, C,.) = C.8, Xl,,. 
Proof Since E has type 2 then E is 2-convex and q-concave for some 
2 6 q < co. Using Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.5 of [Pi51 we can find E, a 
2-convex symmetric Banach sequence space and 0 < 9 < 1 such that 
E = [I,, E,] B. If, moreover, we use the theorem of reiteration of interpolation 
and modify 8 E 10, 1 [, if necessary, then we can assume that E, is K-convex 
and so that E, is of type 2. 
From this it follows that C,= [C,, C,], and we know by the results of 
[GT] that C,, is of type 2. Applying Theorem 4.5 to the pairs (C,, C,,;) 
and (C,, C,) we obtain 
[ 
c2 @ c,, c,; 6 c, = cp 6 c,. 
<IL 6 1 0 (12 
Taking duals we obtain 
%(C,*, C,*) = C%(C*, Cd, %(C,p C,)lo 
and the result follows since n2(Cz, C,) is a Hilbert space. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let E be a type 2 symmetric Banach sequence space. 
Then x2( CEtr C,.) is super-reflexive. In particular, tf 1 < p < 2 then 
n,(C,, C,) is super-reflexive. 
Note that, by the results of [L], if p > 2 then n,(C,, C,) is not even 
B-convex. 
Arguing exactly as in Corollary 3.6 and using Theorem 4.2 we obtain the 
following corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let (E,, E,) and (F,,, F,) be two interpolation pairs, 
and assume that E$, E: are type 2 spaces or that E,,, E, are 2-concave 
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Banach lattices. Then, for every 1 <pO, p, < 2 and 0 < d < 1 the following 
holds, 
with l/p, = (1 - 6)/p, + B/p,. 
We come to another application of our results. If X is a complex Banach 
space and 0 <p < cc, then rip(X) denotes the closure of the set of analytic 
X-valued polynomials { C;I- = 0 eik(- ) x k; n E N, xk E X} in L”(T, X). Ap(X) 
equipped with the norm (quasi-norm if p < 1) induced by LP(T; X) is a 
Banach space (quasi-Banach space). 
Let us formulate the following definition: 
DEFINITION. An interpolation pair (X0, X,) of complex Banach spaces 
will be called a Hardy interpolation pair if and only if for 1 < pO, p, < + n; 
and 0<8<1 
As it is noted in [BX], the converse inequality always holds with no 
assumptions on the spaces, and in fact, if (X,, Xi) is a Hardy interpolation 
pair then for all O<p,,p, < cc and 0~ 10, l[ we have HPO([XO, X,1,)= 
CHPYXo), WXl)ln with lips = (l-Up0 + O/P,. 
We will denote the class of Hardy interpolation pairs by HIP. 
If X is a complex Banach space then (X, X) E HIP. This was noted by 
G. Pisier (see [BX]). It is also shown in [BX] that if X0 and X, are UMD 
spaces then (X0, X,) E HIP, whereas (L’(T), C,(Z)) $ HIP. 
We think that it is an interesting problem to study the class of Hardy 
interpolation pairs, and one step in this direction is to study the “properties 
of stability” of this class. 
It is not difficult to see that if (X0, X,)E HIP then, for every 
1 <Y”, r, < co, (L’O(X,), L”(X,)) E HIP with L’(X) = L’(Q, &, P; X). 
We have also the following: 
THEOREM 5.6. Let X,, X,, Y,, and Y, he Banach spaces of type 2. Ij 
(X,, X,)E HIP and (Y,, Y1)e HIP then (X0 6 Y,, X, 6 Y1)~ HIP. 
Proof: Let 1 <pO, p, < co. Then (fi’po(X,), A*pl(X,)) and (fi2p0( Y,,), 
Azpl( Y,)) are two interpolation pairs of type 2 spaces. Using Theorem 4.4 
and the hypothesis we obtain, for every 0 < 6’ < 1, 
[R2pyxo) 6 fl’py Y,), R2P’(X,) 63 ZPy Y,)]() 
= [ii2P”(Xo), A’yx,)], $3 [W2P”( Y,), i;r’y Y,)]() 
= A2P”(X,) 6 H@“( Y,). 
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If 0 : RZr(Z) 6 A2r( T) -+ k(Z 6 T) is the natural norm one operator 
considered by Pisier in [Pi2], 
0 (im,) (~)=~.f;wBR,(-). 
I I 
then by interpolation we have 
Q(A’PfyX,)) 63 Ri’y Y#))C [fey& 6 Y,), Ryx, @ Y,)],,. 
But using Theorem 3.1 of [Pi2], since X, and Y,, have type 2, we obtain 
Q( H2p”(X,) @ H2py Y,)) = H”“( x, g Y,). 
so, 
HP”(X(] 63 Y,) c [AP”(& 63 Y”), Ayx, @ Y,)](, 
and the result follows by a further use of Theorem 4.4. 
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